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analyze area-related conditions or to implement these con-
ditions in planning and modeling.

According to the current state of affairs, these surveys are 
usually carried out based on available surveying databases, 
which only reflect the condition of the object or area to be 
surveyed at the time of the survey. For the most part, these 
surveys record the terrain heights and the building dimen-
sions at a few points that are significant and relevant for the 
investigations and in a predefined measurement grid. Impor-
tant information, such as the vegetation, structural condi-
tion/damage, and deformations of the foreland of flowing 
waters as a result of mass transport (erosion, sediment 
accumulation), is lost in the process. Such information is, 
however, prerequisite for an adequate implementation of the 
current condition in flood investigations and for ensuring 
meaningful results. Usually, it is not possible to collect this 
data and information quantitatively within the framework of 
periodical (twice a year) watercourse monitoring.

Introduction

In the context of planning flood protection systems, water-
course maintenance, or in situ analysis and investigation of 
the effects of flood events (FE), it is imperative to have an 
extensive and detailed basis of data on a large spatial and 
temporal scale. Reliable data of terrain information (terres-
trial and bathymetric), stream gauging station observation 
sites, vegetation, and built-up areas are necessary to best 
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Abstract
Recent flood events (FE) in Germany have shown that the extent and impact of extreme flood events cannot be estimated 
solely based on numerical models. For analyzing the development of such an event and to develop and implement safety 
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during a FE should be possible. The accuracy analysis of the different parameter combinations between two point clouds 
as well as the process of change detection was done by a Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison (M3C2) and 
including ground control points. As a result, a parameter combination was identified which led to the desired results in 
the study area. The processes were transformed into fully automated and scripted workflows. The results serve as a basis 
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The flood events at the rivers Aisch and Zenn, the Fran-
conian Rezat, in North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW) and 
Rhineland-Palatinate (RP), in Bavaria, Thuringia or Saxony 
in July 2021 have, besides the extreme meteorological and 
hydrological impact from climate change, illustrated the 
importance and primary influence of the mentioned factors 
on the course of FE.

During the FE in Middle Franconia in the period between 
July 9, 2021 and July 13, 2021, the rivers Aisch, Zenn, and 
Franconian Rezat overflowed their banks significantly and 
flooded large parts of the river basins.

The event, which according to current information 
resembled a hundred-year flood (HQ100), was the cause of 
extensive flooding in the area of the Aisch river (approx. 
30–35 km west of Nuremberg). At the gauging station 
Markt Bibart, the highest amount of precipitation in the 
study area was recorded during the event with 88.61 l/m². 
In the two weeks before, a total of only 47.56 l/m² was mea-
sured. Thus, almost twice the amount of precipitation was 
recorded during the flood event than in total in the two pre-
ceding weeks. Despite the widespread flooding, only lim-
ited (property) damage was recorded. No information and 
data were available on the morphological processes (accu-
mulation, erosion) at the time of the investigations, since the 
technology proposed here could not yet be applied.

Other parts of Germany were affected even more 
severely by a flood event. After a heavy rain event in the 
Ahr valley (North Rhine-Westphalia, Rhineland-Palatinate) 
in the period between July 14 and July 15, 2021, a flash 
flood occurred and caused enormous damage to property 
and people.

In the above cases, it is not yet possible to fully clarify all 
the circumstances, causes, and effects of the events. How-
ever, it is likely that the extreme precipitation may not have 
been fully covered by existing numerical models. Also, 
there could be an incomplete database (topography and veg-
etation) and outdated inventory records in the models. Due 
to changing weather patterns as a result of climate change, 
the volatility of such events has increased significantly and 
statistically calculated infrequent FE are occurring more 
frequently and more pronouncedly.

To be able to implement this information in the long term 
and sustainably, recurring recordings and investigations 
are necessary, for example in monitoring using permanent 
observation points with highly accurate and state-of-the-art 
surveying methods. In the context of digitalization, new and 
optimized measurement methods and models are therefore 
required to record and map relevant information promptly 
and to transfer it into measures.

Photogrammetric reconstruction with the Structure from 
Motion method (SfM) is a technique that can be used to map 
surfaces and objects. Using mathematical operations, it is 

possible to create a three-dimensional object (for example 
point cloud (PC), digital surface model (DSM), or digital 
terrain model (DTM) based on spatially overlapping photos. 
This method was first introduced in the 19th century (Mey-
denbauer 1867). At that time, it was very costly to determine 
geometric properties based on photos. Now, computers can 
process a large amount of data in a short time by using 
appropriate software solutions. Together with tacheometry 
and 3D laser scanning, these three techniques are mainly 
used to generate 3D datasets (Triantafyllou et al. 2019).

3D laser scanning is another method to record extensive 
terrain information in three dimensions. With this method-
ology, the terrain is recorded by an optical light beam. The 
light beam emitted by the device is reflected by an object 
and sent back to the measuring device. By comparing the 
emitted and the received light beam, conclusions can be 
drawn about the distance of the measuring device to the 
object, with the distance determination considering the 
speed of light. For example, a common method for laser-
based distance determination is the time-of-flight method or 
light detection and ranging (LIDAR, Vosselman and Maas 
2011).

LIDAR acquisition can be terrestrial (terrestrial laser 
scanning, TLS) or airborne (airborne laser scanning, ALS). 
Since photogrammetry and laser scanning are complemen-
tary measurement techniques and have applications in many 
research disciplines, extensive research has already taken 
place to compare and combine the corresponding datasets 
(Baltsavias 1999a; Cawood et al. 2017; El-Din Fawzy 2019; 
Grussenmeyer et al. 2008; Luhmann 2013; Talha and Frit-
sch 2019; Waele et al. 2018).

Photogrammetric reconstruction of objects offers the 
advantage of extremely realistic visual mapping and the 
results can be combined and complemented in many ways 
with other datasets, for example from terrestrial (TLS) or 
airborne (ALS) laser scanning. Complementary data anal-
ysis as well as extensive comparisons of measurement 
techniques have already been performed in diverse disci-
plines such as surveying (Mulsow et al. 2019), archaeology 
(Marín-Buzón et al. 2021), cave surveying (Kögel et al. 
2022), and civil engineering (El-Din Fawzy 2019).

Today, extensive and photorealistic survey datasets can 
be generated using measurement techniques such as 3D 
laser scanning and photogrammetric reconstruction using 
the SfM method. The resulting data is promising for the 
analysis of changes in a study area (change detection, CD).

According to Dinkel et al. (2020), the CD process can be 
divided into three main steps:

1. co-registration
2. noise detection
3. detection of significant changes.
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In co-registration, two data sets (for example two PC) are 
aligned with each other. A common method is the application 
of an iterative closest point algorithm (Fischler and Bolles 
1981), in which a point cloud is iteratively aligned to a ref-
erence dataset. In Rusinkiewicz and Levoy (2001) different 
methods and variants of such algorithms are explained.

While co-registration can significantly improve results 
from the SfM process (Nota et al. 2022), it can degrade CD 
results in some circumstances (Lague et al. 2013). Because 
the purpose of these studies was to investigate the potential 
for detecting CD using different flight parameter constel-
lations, independent of optimizations using external data 
sets, the potential for optimization using co-registration 
processes was not investigated at this time.

Detection of differences in multitemporal imagery can be 
performed in two (photographic imagery) or three dimen-
sions (geometric datasets, PC, DTM, etc.). The basic dif-
ferences between the two methods according to Qin et al. 
(2016) are explained in Table 1.

In a 2D data comparison, statements about the height 
vector and thus the volumetric information of change detec-
tion are only possible to a limited extent. In addition, terrain 
changes below cover, for example in the form of vegetation 
cover by tree canopies, cannot be detected by two-dimen-
sional nadir images. Since these changes also need to be 
detected, as well as for the previous reason, 3D analysis was 
chosen for these investigations.

The occurrence of noise in PC data sets, as the pres-
ence of scatter points, can lead to a misinterpretation of the 
results in the context of CD. Since the points resulting from 
noise will most likely not be present in the data sets of a 
time-shifted recording, this is considered a change in the 
study area, although this leads to a misinterpretation. Espe-
cially vegetation and other easily movable objects increase 
the generation of noise because their movement can cause 
minimal changes even during a running recording, which 
are interpreted by the system as actual measurements.

Within the scope of this research, the possibilities of aerial 
photogrammetry-based long-term surveying of areas at risk 
from flooding were investigated. The terrain of a defined 
study area at the Aisch river ( see Sect. Laufer Muehle ) was 
photogrammetrically surveyed at different times. The sur-
veys were carried out using different combinations of flight 
parameters. In this way, optimized parameters were deter-
mined, by which the terrain can be recorded with low time 
expenditure (both in the context of the data acquisition and 
in the post-processing) and adequate accuracy. The param-
eters were determined by comparison with a high-resolution 
reference dataset.

The basic aim was to ensure the shortest possible pro-
cessing time for both data acquisition and data processing 
(post-processing). This should make it possible to make rel-
evant decisions during a flood event in the shortest possible 
time intervals and to be able to initiate appropriate measures 
under certain circumstances.

Differences (erosion and accumulation, repositioning of 
objects, vegetation changes) were detected and categorized 
by intersecting the multitemporal images. The focus of the 
investigations was to automate the various processes as far 
as possible so that an analysis can be carried out highly fre-
quently and in near real-time in the event of flooding.

Study area

Aisch river

The Aisch river is classified as a 1st order water body (Bayer-
ische Staatskanzlei 2010) and originates about 1.25 km 
south-southeast of Schwebheim (Bayerisches Landesamt 
für Umwelt 2022a). It has a length of approx. 84.29 km 
and flows into the Regnitz about 2.1 km south-southeast 
of Buttenheim. The river basin of the Aisch river covers 
1,006.31 km² (Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt 2016) 
and is characterized by a rural pond landscape (Bayerisches 
Landesamt für Umwelt 2011).

Table 1 Overview of differences between 2D and 3D CD (Qin et al. 
2016)

2D CD 3D CD
Data sources • 2D panchromatic/

spectral images, 2D 
vector data

• 3D point clouds, digital 
surface models, stereo 
images, multi-view 
images, 3D models, etc.

Application 
scale

• Generally applied 
to LTMR images at a 
landscape level
• Limited applications 
in very high resolu-
tion at individual 
building level

• Generally applicable to 
data with any resolution
• Applicable for data 
from oblique views

Advantages • Well-investigated
• Easy to collect data
• Easy to implement

• Height component 
robust to illumination 
differences
• Free of perspective 
effect even for VHR data
• Provide volumetric 
differences

Disadvantages • Strongly affected 
by illumination 
and atmospheric 
conditions
• Limited by viewing 
angles, perspective 
distortions

• Unreliable 3D infor-
mation may result in 
artifacts
• Partly still expensive 
data sources
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that changes in the terrain would be detectable between the 
multitemporal surveys carried out and that these changes 
would be identifiable in the different recordings. In addi-
tion, this area is regularly affected by flood events, making it 
likely that the recording methodology described here could 
be applicable in the event of local flooding.

The water levels of the Aisch river at Laufer Muehle are 
recorded at the stream gauging station in 15-minute time 
intervals, which provides good plausibility of survey results. 
Table 2 lists the main values of water level and discharge at 
the Laufer Muehle stream gauging station.

The reporting levels at the Laufer Muehle stream gaug-
ing station are given as follows according to Bayerisches 
Landesamt für Umwelt (2023):

Notification level 1: 400 cm
Small localised outburst floods.
Notification level 2: 430 cm
Agricultural and forestry areas flooded or slight traffic 

obstructions on main roads and municipal roads.
Notification level 3: 480 cm

Laufer Muehle

Due to the size of the Aisch river basin, it was not possible 
to include the entire area in these investigations. The focus 
was therefore on surveying a small area (Laufer Muehle), 
which could be captured by an aerial drone (in this case a 
quadrocopter) with a time-cost effective manner. The scal-
ability of the investigation results to a larger investigation 
area is discussed in Sect. Future prospects. The actual pos-
sibilities in this context need to be determined in further 
investigations.

Starting from the origin of the Aisch river the Laufer 
Muehle is located at 70.6 riv. km. The area is a small village 
through which the Aisch river runs directly. A weir is located 
at the western end of the village and a stream gauging sta-
tion of the Kronach Water Management Office (Bayerisches 
Landesamt für Umwelt 2022b) is located approx. 90 m 
from the weir. The location of the study area is illustrated 
in Fig. 1.

The area was particularly well suited for the investiga-
tions, mainly because it is very much characterized anthro-
pogenic influences. This made the expectation reasonable 

Fig. 1 Location of the Laufer 
Muehle area and the stream gaug-
ing station. (source: orthophoto 
left image: www.geoservices.
bayern.de, raster information 
according to reference system 
EPSG 25,832; orthophoto right 
image: results from own airborne 
images)
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Flood event 2021

As already mentioned in Sect. Introduction, large-scale 
flooding in the area of the Aisch resulted from the FE in 
July 2021. Accordingly, the area of Laufer Muehle was also 
flooded over a large area. Figure 2 shows aerial photographs 
from this FE and visualizes corresponding discharge and 
water level parameters.

Individual built-up areas or cellars flooded or closure 
of inter-urban traffic routes or isolated use of water or dam 
weirs required.

Notification level 4: 540 cm
Built-up areas flooded on a large scale or large-scale 

deployment of water or dam weirs required.

Table 2 Main values of water level and discharge
Main values (1964–2012)
Water level [cm]

Main values (1927–2012)
discharge [m³/s]

winter summer year winter summer year
LW 170 169 169 NQ 0,61 0,30 0,30
MLW 221 211 209 MLQ 2,06 1,55 1,47
MW 278 237 258 MQ 7,00 3,28 5,13
MHW 453 383 464 MHQ 63,30 28,30 70,80
HW 563 548 563 HQ 218,00 360,00 360,00
LW = low water; MLW = mean low water; MW = mean water; MHW = mean high water; HW = high water; NQ = low water discharge; 
MLQ = mean low water discharge; MQ = mean water discharge; MHQ = mean high water discharge; HQ = high water discharge; at the Laufer 
Muehle stream gauging station (Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt 2022b)

Fig. 2 a and b Flooding of the Aisch river on July 12, 2021, in the area 
of Laufer Muehle with the area of investigation indicated. (source of 
photos: Wasserwirtschaftsamt Nürnberg 2021). c Discharge and water 

level at the stream gauging station Laufer Muehle during the flood 
event in July 2021 with the respective 100-year flood (HQ100) dis-
charge indicated (Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt 2022b)
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these trajectories, data recordings can be performed again 
at a later time at approximately the same positions, which 
makes the potential for comparison and superposition of 
these multitemporal recordings very high.

Based on the acquired photo data, three-dimensional 
terrain data was derived by using the SfM post-processing 
method with Agisoft Metashape Professional 1.8.4. The 
date of the surveys was selected in such a way that the study 
area was recorded in consideration of high (summer, sur-
vey 1) and low (autumn, survey 2) vegetation. In this way, 
seasonal fluctuations could also be taken into account and 
represented when detecting changes.

Using ground control points for plausibility check of 
measurement data

In the course of this research, 13 GCP (flat plates with a 
coded marking) were placed in the survey area during each 
survey. They were georeferenced using global navigation 
satellite systems (GNSS) and real-time kinematic (RTK) 
with the real-time positioning service (high-precision real-
time positioning service, HEPS) of the German Satellite 
Positioning Service (SAPOS). This type of position deter-
mination is used in diverse measurement devices in both ter-
restrial (Mancini and Salvini 2020), bathymetric (Xie et al. 
2021), and hybrid data acquisition (Kutschera et al. 2018).

The GCP were implemented in the bundle adjustment to 
generate an optimized reference dataset (dataset M1), which 
would provide the most accurate results when analyzing 
changes in the study area and therefore be used as a compar-
ison dataset (Sect. M3C2: parameter selection for distance 
comparison between mission data and georeferenced GCP) 
to validate the SfM results of other missions. In case of the 
missions were the GCP were not implemented in the bundle 
adjustment, the GCP were used as check points to validate 
the accuracy of the data sets.

The GCP were surveyed using a GNSS rover with RTK 
connectivity. Except for GCP11, which was intentionally 
offset by approximately 1 m from the previous survey for 
accessibility reasons, the GCP in survey 2 were placed at 
nearly the same position (distance < 0.10 m) as in survey 1. 
Figure 3 shows the location and the accuracy of the GCP in 
the survey area.

The use of GCP usually requires a significant amount of 
time and is often the largest time commitment associated 
with photogrammetric acquisition in a study area (Forlani 
et al. 2018). Also, proper positioning of GCP, especially in 
the context of terrain survey during a flood event, can be dif-
ficult, or only possible at high safety risk. Aware that higher 
accuracy of the computational results could have been 
achieved by integrating the GCP into the SfM process, the 
GCP were therefore primarily used to evaluate the accuracy 

It is important to note that the stream gauging station 
starts to become circumferential at a discharge of about 
28 m³/s. According to Bayerisches Landesamt für Umwelt 
(2022b) the validity of the gauge values for Q > 28 m³/s can 
therefore not be evaluated with absolute certainty, as the 
water level at the station remains approximately the same, 
while the discharge keeps increasing.

Methods

Measuring device

Data acquisition with unmanned aerial vehicle

An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) of the type DJI Phantom 
4 RTK was used for data acquisition. The device is equipped 
with a camera with a 1” CMOS sensor and a resolution of 20 
MP and can be operated both manually and autonomously. 
The autonomous control makes it possible to give the device 
predefined trajectories, which are subsequently flown inde-
pendently by the device. Due to the spatial definition of 

Fig. 3 Location and accuracy (3D; mean, max and min value) of the 
georeferenced GCP at surveys 1 and 2 in the study area
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interpolating this terrain elevation onto the water surface, a 
height can be assigned to it. This information can then be 
used to determine water depths.

The relevant flight parameters for the photogrammetric 
surveys used in this research are listed below:

• flight mode (normal grid (NG) / double grid (DG)).
• flight altitude.
• ground sampling distance (GSD).
• flight velocity.
• camera tilt.
• horizontal overlap.
• vertical overlap.
• shutter priority.
The selected flight altitude is decisive for the level of 

detail with which a survey area is imaged. The resolution 
(ground sampling distance, GSD, Eltner et al. 2022) with 
which the surface is imaged results depending on the inner 
orientation of the camera and the flight altitude.

Concerning the mentioned parameters, different flights 
(missions) were carried out, considering varying flight 
parameters. This enabled the determination of the mini-
mum necessary parameters to carry out the planned analy-
ses while maintaining high accuracy. A total of 17 different 
parameter constellations were investigated, while only the 
relevant examples (M1, M5, M16 and M17) will be further 
discussed.

Based on findings from past investigations, the param-
eters for M1 were chosen (low flight altitude and DG-flight 
mode) in such a way that the data set with the highest accu-
racy would most likely result from this flight. To further 
optimize the results of M1the processing of the data was 
performed considering GCP within the SfM process (manu-
ally setting the coordinates for each GCP). The data of 
M1was used for the accuracy analysis of the other missions. 
This made it possible to determine the effect and intensity of 
the different flight parameters on the accuracy of the recon-
structed geometries.

The most relevant results regarding accuracy when com-
pared to the reference dataset M1, as well as the flight dura-
tion and the resulting number of images, originated from the 
parameter combinations of M5, M16, and M17. While the 
parameter combination of M1 particularly aimed for high 
accuracy, it cannot be used during a flood event due to the 
long flight duration and the resulting high number of images 
and processing time.

M5 was conducted at a flight altitude of 80 m in NG flight 
mode. It remained within a time-economic acceptable range 
concerning the flight duration and the number of images. 
Missions M16 and M17 were selected due to their ability 
to efficiently cover the area at a flight altitude of 110 m, 
achieving comprehensive coverage with a relatively low 
number of images. The two missions differed only in terms 

of the generated PC as well as to generate the optimized 
reference dataset M1.

An initial assessment of the accuracy of the reconstructed 
datasets was made by comparing them with the GCP sur-
veyed in the field (Sects. M3C2: parameter selection for dis-
tance comparison between mission data and georeferenced 
GCP and M3C2: accuracy analysis by distance determina-
tion between M5, M16-M17 with GCP and reference data-
set M1).

Selecting flight and data acquisition parameters

In the context of the concept described here for long-term 
observation using aerial photogrammetry, the area of the 
Laufer Muehle was recorded with different parameters. The 
selection of the parameters was dependent on the desired 
outcomes:

1. analysis of changes in the study area, both morpho-
logical and anthropogenically influenced.

2. high-frequency recording during a flood event for the 
analysis of the development of the flood progression.

As mentioned in Sect. Introduction the basic aim was to 
ensure the shortest possible processing time for both data 
acquisition and data processing (post-processing). This 
approach facilitates timely decision-making during a flood 
event, minimizing the time intervals for relevant actions to 
be taken. The parameters had to be chosen in a way that the 
desired results can be achieved quickly, facilitating the ini-
tiation of appropriate measures when necessary. This should 
make it possible to make relevant decisions during a flood 
event in the shortest possible time intervals and to be able to 
initiate appropriate measures under certain circumstances. 
Thus, the parameters had to be chosen in a way that the 
results can be achieved with as little time as possible.

Concerning the identification of multitemporal changes, 
the geometric aspects of the study area had to be sufficiently 
represented in all three dimensions. This applied to the 
results of survey 1 as well as to the comparison states of 
survey 2.

Recording the vertical component of water is funda-
mentally difficult for various reasons. Especially under 
uncontrolled conditions, light refraction effects as well as 
the constant movement of the water ensure that the photo-
grammetric evaluation of the image data leads to inaccurate, 
wrong, or even no results at all. In the context of floodplain 
assessment, however, the positional components of water 
can be well derived from orthographic images. When the 
spatial position of the water surface is known, it can be 
intersected with terrain information. For example, the loca-
tion of the bank line in the terrain can be determined using 
orthophotos. The corresponding terrain elevation of the 
bank line can be derived from a digital elevation model. By 
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Determination of the SfM parameters and the processing 
sequence

As already explained in Sect. Selecting flight and data acqui-
sition parameters, a variety of factors during data acquisi-
tion influence the photogrammetric work scope, the data 
accuracy as well as the duration of this process. Likewise, 
the computational parameters in the SfM process in con-
junction with the mentioned factors affect the reconstructed 
3D PC. Due to a large number of factors, it was decided in 
these investigations to use parameters that have led to good 
results in past investigations. It cannot be excluded that 
optimization of these parameters can lead to an improve-
ment of the results, or that a reduction of the accuracies of 
the individual parameters leads to an insignificant change in 
the imaging accuracy of the calculation results, which, how-
ever, can lead to significantly shorter processing times and 
thus possibly to an even better implementation of the inves-
tigations. This aspect will be discussed again in Sect. Future 
prospects

Based on findings from past studies, the downscale 
parameter was set to 2 (Medium) when aligning the photos 
(matchPhotos) and to 2 (High) when generating the depth 
images (buildDepthMaps) (Agisoft 2022a). This factor 
describes the scaling of the photos in the SfM process and 
specifies whether an image is used in full resolution (down-
scale = 0) or reduced form (downscale ≥ 1).

A high degree of accuracy results in principle in a higher 
accuracy of the calculation results, but also in a significant 
increase of the time needed for data processing as well as 
in a higher number of points of the resulting PC (Agisoft 
2022a).

The generated and exported dense PC for each of the per-
formed missions were used for the localization and identifi-
cation of changes (CD) in the study area.

During the SfM process, a confidence value was calcu-
lated for each point of the PC, which, based on the selected 
settings, reflects the number of the depth maps involved in 
the point generation process and show how reliably a point 
represents reality. The confidence values can range between 
1 and 255, with 1 indicating very low confidence and vice 
versa. It was assumed that at least filtering the points with 
the lowest mapping accuracy (confidence value = 1) would 

of the different flight modes (NG and DG) and the resulting 
number of images.

Table 3 shows the flight parameters of the mentioned 
missions as well as the required flight duration (specified 
by the flight software) and the resulting number of images.

Data processing

For the photogrammetric computation of three-dimen-
sional PC using the SfM method the application Agisoft 
Metashape (Agisoft 2022a) was used, because extensive 
experience in its use was available, especially from previous 
research. In addition, the software offers different interfaces, 
for example with the Python programming language (Agi-
soft 2022b), which allows automated processing procedures 
by script execution. In terms of long-term observation, this 
offers great potential, as optimized comparison and analysis 
processes can be applied quickly and in a targeted manner.

The basic principle of photogrammetry is already exten-
sively described in the literature, for example, in Eltner et 
al. (2022), Wiggenhagen and Steensen (2021) and Luhmann 
(2018).

Survey areas usually differ in their characteristics from 
each other and the acquisition conditions (for example, 
resulting from weather conditions) can lead to different cal-
culation results despite the same acquisition and process-
ing parameters during PC generation. Thus, measuring the 
quality of terrain models is a complex task due to the large 
number of variables involved (Forlani et al. 2018) and the 
additional dependence of the quality of the results on the 
conditions of the different study areas. Accordingly, a gener-
ally valid statement considering all relevant aspects cannot 
be given by a single study (Forlani et al. 2018).

Consequently, the appropriate study parameters must 
always be adapted based on the study area. An approach to 
analyzing the accuracy of computational results from aerial 
surveys with different survey parameters is given in Mora-
Felix et al. (2020). Accuracy studies on the quality of the 
DJI Phantom 4 RTK GNSS system were performed in Przy-
billa and Bäumker (2020).

Table 3 Flight parameters of the missions M1, M5, M16-M17 with M1 optimized with GCP
Mission Flight 

mode
Flight alti-
tude [m]

GSD [cm/Pixel] Flight 
velocity 
[m/s]

Camera 
tilt [°]

Horizontal 
overlap [%]

Vertical 
overlap [%]

Shutter 
priority 
[s]

Flight 
duration 
[min]

Num-
ber of 
images 
[-]

M1 DG 50 1.37 3 60 60 80 no 51:45 950
M5 NG 80 2.19 4 60 60 80 no 14:00 214
M16 NG 110 3.01 4 60 60 60 no 10:04 59
M17 DG 110 3.01 4 60 60 60 no 15:24 90
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In this method, the orientation of a single point (normal) 
is calculated based on adjacent points within a region of 
diameter D (normal scale). Parallel to the normal, a cylinder 
with height h (max depth) and diameter d (projection scale) 
is generated with the center at the selected point. Within 
this cylinder, points are defined in the PC to be compared 
and averaged for the difference determination (Lague et al. 
2013).

Extensive research on the accuracies and procedures of 
different distance determination methods in the context of 
CD is described in Qin et al. (2016) and James et al. (2017) 
among others.

M3C2: sensitivity analysis to determine appropriate 
parameters for distance computation between

The investigation aimed to determine parameters that reflect 
the difference between two PC to be compared with the 
smallest possible error. For this purpose, a total of 20 varia-
tions (cases) with different M3C2 parameter combinations 
were examined to find a combination with low RMS value. 
This sensitivity analysis resulted in the parameter combina-
tion case 21, which was used for the subsequent distance 
comparisons. The parameters of case 21 are presented in 
Sect. M3C2: sensitivity analysis of the parameters used to 
calculate differences between M5, M16-M17 and the refer-
ence data set M

M3C2: parameter selection for distance comparison 
between mission data and georeferenced GCP

A first assessment of the accuracy of the calculation results 
could be achieved by comparing them with the GCP placed 
in the field. The distance determination was carried out 
based on the vertical distance of the GCP to the respective 
comparison point cloud of the individual missions (max 
depth = 1.0 m; projection scale (d) = 1.0 m; no normal com-
putation due to vertical distance computation). The results 
are presented in Fig. 5.

M3C2: accuracy analysis of mission data by comparison 
with data set M1

To determine the accuracy of the SfM calculation results, 
M3C2 distance computation was performed in each case 
using the parameters determined and optimized in the sen-
sitivity analysis (Sect. M3C2: sensitivity analysis of the 
parameters used to calculate differences between M5, M16-
M17 and the reference data set M1), for both the unfiltered 
and the filtered data sets. The comparison was performed 
by determining a normal distribution function based on the 
determined distances of each measurement point. In this 

lead to a significant improvement in the reconstruction 
results. The following analyses were therefore conducted 
on the unfiltered and the filtered point cloud.

Three-dimensional comparison of multitemporal terrain 
data sets - M3C2

The presence of vegetation and seasonal effects for CD 
analysis, both between data sets from data acquisitions close 
in time and far apart in time, significantly complicates the 
proper categorization of distance determination. Influenced 
by weather, short-term movements of vegetation (leaves, 
branches) can occur even during a single data acquisition 
process, leading to errors in the SfM process. In the long 
term, additional seasonal effects (vegetation growth and 
shrinkage, snow accumulation) can occur (Qin et al. 2016). 
Such change is usually not part of the desired change analy-
sis, but can sometimes lead to significant distance differ-
ences between multitemporal datasets.

In the course of these investigations, the aim was to 
determine differences or discrepancies between multitem-
poral photos. Since important comparative data would be 
neutralized in the course of data filtering, the investigation 
was conducted with the aim of comparing largely unfil-
tered data sets and the data filtering was primarily related to 
scattering points (noise). Especially in connection with the 
presence of vegetation, however, this resulted in difficulties 
in distinguishing between constructive or terrain-specific 
changes and vegetation changes caused by seasonal effects 
(see Sect. Change detection in the Laufer Muehle area).

Since the localization of the measurement points at the 
same location is impossible with multitemporal measure-
ment data recordings, it is necessary to model the terrain 
locally for the distance comparison. The problem of dis-
tance comparison based on measurement points with differ-
ent localities is discussed in Lague et al. (2013).

A goal-oriented application for distance determination 
between two PC datasets is provided by the comparison 
through the Multiscale Model to Model Cloud Comparison 
(M3C2) method. It is described in Lague et al. (2013) and 
Winiwarter et al. (2021), among others, and is characterized 
in particular by the fact that it.

 ● determines the distance directly through the PC, without 
meshing or gridding,

 ● determines the local distance between two PC along the 
normal surface direction, which tracks the 3D variations 
in surface orientation,

 ● generates a confidence interval for each distance mea-
surement depending on the roughness of the PC and the 
registration error.
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M3C2: accuracy analysis by distance determination 
between M5, M16-M17 with GCP and reference 
dataset M1

Figure 5 shows the results from the unfiltered and filtered 
(conf) M3C2 distance determinations between M5, M16-
M17 and M1 using the optimized parameters shown in 
Table 5. In addition, the results of the M3C2 distance com-
parison using the GCP as check points and the parameters 
mentioned in Sect. M3C2: parameter selection for distance 
comparison between mission data and georeferenced GCP 
are presented.

Change detection in the Laufer Muehle area

Figure 6 illustrates the areas of significant change as a 
result of the CD for the data sets M1 (highest accuracy due 
to implementation of GCP) and M17 (the most effective 
parameter constellation in terms of recording time and accu-
racy, see Sect. Determination of suitable recording param-
eters for photogrammetric surveying in the Laufer Muehle 
area).

Figure 7 and Fig. 8 show the changes in the study area in 
an anthropogenically influenced area. Based on the photos, 
the changes can be divided into the following categories:

1. debris pile - erosion
2. debris pile - accumulation
3. movable object
4. vegetation.
It is conceivable that CD can be identified not only by 

comparison between data sets of the same mission. By 
determining the distance between survey 1 of mission i and 
survey 2 of another mission, differences in the multitempo-
ral images can also potentially be identified. As an example, 
the difference between M1 survey 1 and M17 survey 2 is 
shown in Fig. 9.

Discussion

Determination of suitable recording parameters for 
photogrammetric surveying in the Laufer Muehle 
area

After the exclusion of missions based on.
• long flight durations,
• high number of images,
• or high RMS values.
Only missions M5, M16 and M17 remained, which 

showed acceptable accuracy values and could potentially be 
used within the framework of the planned investigations.

way, the distribution of the calculated distances could be 
displayed and the mean value of the deviations between 
the data sets could be determined. In addition, the standard 
deviation and the root mean square (RMS) were determined.

Data filtering using low change detection result values

There are different approaches for identifying and filtering 
noise data, which, among other things, take into account 
the inaccuracies that occur during the analysis processes 
and explicitly use them as limiting parameters for the 
analysis. As the goal of these analyses was to identify sig-
nificant changes (assumption: significant change when 
− 0.25 m ≤ d ≤ 0.25 m with d being the distance between 
two multitemporal data sets), measurement points with 
M3C2 differences within the interval were removed from 
the data sets.

Processing sequence for the identification of CD in 
the area of Laufer Muehle

Figure. 4 illustrates the workflow (data acquisition and pro-
cessing) described in the previous sections

Results

3D reconstruction with SfM

As a result of the 3D reconstruction, an unfiltered and a fil-
tered (using confidence value as a filtering parameter, see 
Sect. Determination of the SfM parameters and the process-
ing sequence) dense PC were available for each of the con-
ducted missions. Table 4 shows the point counts (unfiltered 
and filtered), the percentage of filtered points to total unfil-
tered point counts, and the point difference between surveys 
1 and 2 for each of the respective missions.

M3C2: sensitivity analysis of the parameters used to 
calculate differences between M5, M16-M17 and the 
reference data set M1

Table 5 shows the final parameters from the sensitivity 
analysis (case 21) as well as the corresponding calculation 
results when comparing the distance between the reference 
PC from survey M1 and the PC from survey M16.
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Fig. 4 Processing sequence in distance determination between reference datasets (M1 and GCP) and the results of the different parameter combina-
tions to determine the accuracy of datasets from missions with different acquisition parameters
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of the recording capabilities of the M16 and M17 missions 
is possible and a final statement can be made on the selec-
tion of suitable survey parameters for data acquisition dur-
ing a flood event. Accordingly, further investigations need 
to be conducted, considering the recording parameters of 
M16 and M17.

Due to the higher accuracies, M17 is better suited for the 
identification of CD. Therefore, the results from M17 were 
focused on for the identification of CD in the further course 
of this research.

Analysis of CD results

Figures 7 and 8 show that regarding vegetation, areas were 
identified where significant changes occurred between the 
two surveys. However, it was also noted that although data 
were filtered (by confidence value and by M3C2 distance), 
vegetation was still present as noise. Especially in the con-
text of automated detection and categorization, which is an 
aim of this and further investigations, it is still necessary to 
develop further methods for filtering noise in this respect or 
to optimize the existing methods.

A comparison of Figs. 7 and 8 shows that both localiza-
tion and extent of change were present to a very similar 
degree, and change could be similarly divided into different 
categories in both images. However, the PC with photore-
alistic coloring also shows a different level of detail in the 
surface structure, with M1 showing a better mapping of the 
surrounding area than M17.

In Fig. 6, changes in the study area are particularly appar-
ent in areas with vegetation cover. In principle, the represen-
tation of changes in these areas is desirable, but since they 
are for the most part scattering points (noise), these points 
hardly indicate risk areas in the case of a FE. This again 
shows that further improvement of the methods is neces-
sary to be able to achieve a suitable separation of CD due to 
noise and CD due to significant changes in the terrain.

Further changes can be seen at the edges of the PC. These 
areas are usually where the largest inaccuracies occur in SfM 
processes, so the changes identified there are negligible.

M5 and M16 were conducted with comparable param-
eters but differed in terms of flight altitude and vertical 
overlap.

Although M5 was conducted with parameters that typi-
cally should lead to better accuracy results (lower flight 
altitude, higher vertical overlap and consequently a higher 
number of images), the RMS value, as presented in Fig. 5, 
showed only a slight deviation from the values of M16 in 
both the GCP and M1 comparisons. Thus, the increase in 
flight altitude from 80 to 110 m had no significant negative 
impact on the accuracy of the calculation results.

Missions M16 and M17 differed solely in terms of flight 
mode, leading to differences in flight duration and the num-
ber of images. In the context of high frequency acquisition, 
missions M5 and M17 are associated with a longer flight 
duration than M16 and. In case of M5, there is a relatively 
high resulting number of images, leading to an extended 
processing time during post-processing.

M16 generally showed better results compared to M5. 
Since significant differences in RMS values emerged 
between M16 and M17 (RMS values for M17 noticeably 
lower than those for M16), mission M17 was chosen as 
the preferred variant for flood investigations in the Laufer 
Muehle area.

As it was not possible to investigate the possibilities for 
the detection of water surfaces during a FE within the scope 
of these investigations, it cannot be excluded that good 
results (in a shorter time) can be achieved with the param-
eters of M16.

The total duration required for processing the photo 
images as part of the processing sequence shown in Fig. 4 
could not yet be fully determined as part of these investiga-
tions. After this duration can be determined, an assessment 

Table 4 Number of points of the PC from the SfM process, unfiltered and filtered (using confidence value), as well as an indication of the percent-
age filtered and the point differences between surveys 1 and 2

survey 1 survey 2
Mission Points

unfiltered 
[106]

Points
filtered 
(confidence) [106]

Filtered 
[%]

Points 
unfiltered 
[106]

Points filtered 
(confidence) 
[106]

Filtered 
[%]

∆Points: survey1-
survey2_unfiltered 
[%]

∆Points: 
survey1-
survey2_
filtered [%]

M1 349.1 273.0 21.8 290.8 245.6 15.5 16.7 10.0
M5 112.2 94.3 16.0 102.4 87.5 14.5 8.8 7.2
M16 54.5 46.0 15.5 53.1 43.9 17.2 2.6 4.6
M17 79.8 64.5 19.1 75.3 60.7 19.4 5.7 6.0

Table 5 Optimized parameters (case 21) developed from the sensitiv-
ity analysis for the M3C2 distance comparison in the study area and 
the resulting calculation results
projection scale [m] 0.8783
max depth [m] 2.5
Gauss mean [m] -0.182
std. dev. [m] 0.194
RMS [m] 0.265
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lesser extent. Also, some changes, such as mass redistribu-
tion in the debris pile area, were not detected.

In principle, the comparison between surveys from dif-
ferent missions may lead to good results in CD. Since good 

The comparison of the identified changes shown in Fig. 9 
(M1 survey 1 - M17 survey 2) with the images in Figs. 7 and 
8 shows that the localities of the changes are comparable. 
However, the identified changes in Fig. 9 are shown to a 

Fig. 5 a Flight parameters of M1, M5, M16-M17 with the indication 
of the flight durations as well as the number of images b mean value, 
standard deviation (std. dev.) and root mean square (RMS) resulting 
from M3C2 distance computation between M5, M16-M17 and the ref-

erence data set M1, c mean value, std. dev. and RMS of the vertical 
distances between the GCP and the dense PC from M5, M16-M17, d 
values used in b and c
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Fig. 7 PC (M1) from surveys 1 and 2 with color 
coding of CD ( |dM3C2| � 0.25 m ; red: height 
increase in survey 2; blue: height decrease in 
survey 2)

 

Fig. 6 Areas with detected changes between survey 1 and 2 of M1 and M17 in the Laufer Muehle area ( |dM3C2| � 0.25 m ; red: elevation 
increase in survey 2; blue: elevation decrease in survey 2)
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Fig. 9 CD between M1 sur-
vey 1 and M17 survey 2 
( |dM3C2| � 0.25 m ; red: 
height increase in survey 2; blue: 
height decrease in survey 2)

 

Fig. 8 PC (M17) from surveys 
1 and 2 with color coding of 
CD ( |dM3C2| � 0.25 m ; red: 
height increase in survey 2; blue: 
height decrease in survey 2)
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Future prospects

The edge areas in the photogrammetric data sets of an inves-
tigation area are usually mapped much less accurately than 
the center area, since this area is covered by a large number 
of overlapping photos, while there are only a few photos 
available of the edge areas. If the distance calculations dis-
cussed in Sect. M3C2: accuracy analysis of mission data 
by comparison with data set M1 were applied to a corre-
sponding focal area without considering the edge areas, an 
improvement of the accuracy results discussed in Sect. 6.3 
would be likely, especially in connection with the RMS and 
std. dev. values. Since this circumstance relates to all dis-
tance calculations performed, the evaluations of the indi-
vidual missions performed in Sect. Discussion remain valid.

To integrate the CD process into flood prevention, the 
data must be correlated with existing flood models. For this 
purpose, suitable interfaces have to be created, which allow 
a quick analysis in the study area in case of flood hazard. 
For this purpose, the identified changes have to be analyzed 
and categorized in more detail. In this way, it is possible to 
identify movable material that moves as float material in a 
flood event and can lead to damage or blockage of struc-
tures. In this context, the PC that are being compared need 
to be better cleaned of noise in order to optimize the M3C2 
process. There is significant potential in categorizing and 
summarizing various changes into individual components, 
leading to a better understanding of the structure of these 
changes. This approach should be implemented in future 
considerations.

These investigations were performed using relatively 
high SfM accuracy parameters, which may result in a corre-
spondingly long processing time. The results obtained so far 
suggest that, in the context of plausible CD identification, 
these values should be considered a minimum. However, in 
the context of high-frequency recording of floodplains, it is 
conceivable that the analysis does not necessarily need to be 
performed using a PC, but that orthophotos can be used to 
estimate the two-dimensional location of floodplains. Since 
the accuracy studies conducted always referred to a 3D 
comparison, it cannot be excluded that the two-dimensional 
comparison (not considering the elevation component of 
the comparison vector) could lead to a good result for 2D 
localization. In this way, a significantly lower processing 
effort could be required within the SfM process. However, 
the possibilities in this context need to be determined in 
the context of a FE or tested on existing data from other 
investigations.

No additional camera calibration was performed prior 
to data acquisition. Only for the reference state M1, pre-
calibration was refined based on the GCPs. To improve 
the accuracy of the measurement system used, future 

results were obtained in the analysis of CD at M17 and these 
also agreed with the high-resolution data set M1, no further 
investigations were carried out in this context.

Summary

For the photogrammetric analysis of flood events at the 
Aisch river using airborne imagery, investigations were car-
ried out in the area of the Laufer Muehle. The area was to 
be imaged autonomously by an unmanned aerial vehicle 
(UAV) to determine and use an efficient flight parameter 
constellation (short flight duration with a low resulting num-
ber of images while maintaining sufficient accuracy within 
the results from Structure from Motion method (SfM)). This 
constellation should make it possible to image the study area 
at high frequency to detect changes in the terrain by multi-
temporal imaging (flood prevention) as well as to image the 
floodplains during a flood event (FE).

A total of 16 different flight parameter constellations 
(M2-M17) were investigated, with only a few variations 
yielding satisfying results (M1, M5, M16 and M17), which 
were then discussed accordingly. For accuracy analysis as 
well as to create an optimized reference dataset, 13 GCP 
were located in the study area and georeferenced using 
a GPS rover with RTK connectivity. The photos were 
acquired using a Phantom 4 RTK unit. 3D-data sets were 
generated by photogrammetric reconstruction using SfM. 
The data with the presumably most accurate parameter con-
stellation (M2) was optimized by including the georefer-
enced GCP in the SfM process. This optimization resulted 
in the M1 reference dataset. An M3C2 distance computa-
tion was performed between the results of the SfM process 
and the georeferenced GCP, as well as the reference data set 
M1. Based on the analysis of normal distributions as well as 
different accuracy parameters (mean deviation, root mean 
square (RMS), standard deviation (std. dev.)), the results 
were evaluated based on their different recording parame-
ters. Considering the accuracy values as well as the acquisi-
tion time and the number of images, variant M17 could be 
identified as suitable for CD acquisition before a FE, both 
in terms of time efficiency and accuracy aspects. Recording 
floodplains during a FE could not be investigated during this 
research due to a lack of data.

Significant changes ( |dM3C2| � 0.25 m ) in the study area 
could be detected by the M3C2 distance calculation between 
the M1 survey 1 and M1 survey 2 (highest accuracy of the 
data) as well as between the M17 survey 1 and M17 survey 
2 (most effective), using calculation parameters determined 
in a sensitivity analysis. The categorization of the changes 
could be done manually in a focus area of the study area due 
to the photorealistic coloring of the measurement points.
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